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Abstract

This report describes three deterministic hindcasts of historical heavy rain events, which were performed at the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) within the frame of the European project "An European Flood Forecasting system" (EFFS). The periods for the selected hindcasts were identified by the project consortium, and they cover different river basins as well as different seasons. Hindcasts of 72 hours lead time were performed for each day of these periods. A validation over the affected river basins reveals DMI-HIRLAM's abilities to forecast rain area and medium rain volumes. Large rain volumes tend to be under-predicted by the model. The heavy rain cases also show the difficulties arising from non-systematic prediction errors, where especially location errors of the rain area have decisive consequences on the prediction of precipitated water over a small river basin.
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1 Introduction

The EU-project "An European Flood Forecasting System (EFFS)" aims at developing a prototype of a flood forecasting system for the European countries for up to 10 days in advance. The main emphasis is on the medium range lead time. Deterministic as well as probabilistic forecasts shall supply the meteorological input for the hydrological models. The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) shall supply medium range meteorological data from their deterministic model as well as from the Ensemble prediction system (EPS). Besides this, deterministic high resolution short range forecasts from the two European weather services Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) and Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) are utilized, too. They make it possible to estimate the impact of horizontal resolution of the atmospheric predictions on water level forecasts. In addition, DMI is experimenting with mini ensembles in order to address uncertainties in the precipitation forecasts. The latter is not included in this report.

In order to test the methods and approaches of the flood forecasting system, historical flooding events are investigated. Three such events were identified by the project consortium. They comprise:

- The severe flooding in the Piemonte region in North Italy in November 1994, affecting the rivers Po and Reno
- The Rhine/Meuse flooding in December 1994 and January 1995
- The severe Odra flooding in Poland in July 1997

The periods of these floodings typically cover several weeks (see below), within which strong precipitation events occurred. ECMWF supplies meteorological data for these events from its meteorological archive. The DWD as well as DMI perform high resolution deterministic hindcasts in the short range with lead times up to 3 days ahead. From these hindcasts, a set of surface variables including large scale and convective precipitation amounts has been transferred for use in the hydrological models.

The following report describes the deterministic historical hindcasts performed at DMI. The first chapter describes the DMI-HIRLAM model used for the hindcasts as well as its configuration. In the second chapter, the historical rain events leading to the floods will be outlined. The third chapter shows results from the hindcasts including a comparison to precipitation analysis, and conclusions will be given in the last chapter.
2 The NWP Model

2.1 General setup and model domain

The HiGH Resolution Limited-Area Model (HIRLAM) is a numerical weather prediction (NWP) system for analysis and simulation of mesoscale dynamical and physical processes in the atmosphere. It has been developed within the international HIRLAM cooperation and describes the atmospheric equations of motion, energy and mass conservation in a discrete and approximated way (Källén, 1996). The DMI-HIRLAM has been used operationally at DMI for years. It is utilized to perform the historical hindcasts selected by the meteorological and hydrological partners of the EFFS project. HIRLAM is a hydrostatic grid-point model with a high spatial resolution, and it includes several parameterization models for the treatment of sub-grid physical processes. The atmospheric equations of motion, continuity of mass and conservation for energy and humidity are discretized on an ARAKAWA-C grid with hybrid vertical levels, and Eulerian as well as semi-Lagrangian treatment of advection is possible. Physical parameterizations include several turbulence schemes, different schemes for convection and condensation, a radiation scheme based on Savijärvi (1990) and surface flux parameterization using a drag formulation. Time integration is performed using a semi-implicit scheme, and a split time stepping of the physical parameterizations and the model dynamics is possible, which allows for larger time steps in the physics with respect to the model dynamics time step. The DMI-HIRLAM model system, as it was applied in this work, is described in detail by Sass et al. (2000).

The basic configuration of the model is similar to that used operationally at DMI, i.e. the same physical parameterizations are used for the hindcasts as are in operational use. They comprise the Soft Transition condensation and convection scheme (STRACO, Sass et al. (1997) and Sass et al. (2000)), the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) turbulence scheme of Cuxart et al. (2000), the radiation scheme of Savijärvi (1990), and the simple surface scheme as described in Sass et al. (2000). The lower boundary model topography is derived from the physiographic data base of the HIRLAM model.

In order to suit the needs within the project, and under consideration of available computational resources, a doubly 1-way nested model setup has been established, which is based on the global model of ECMWF (Fig. 1).

The first DMI-HIRLAM model is established with 0.3° horizontal grid spacing and uses 31 vertical levels. It is initialized by ECMWF analysis data from 12 UTC. Its lateral boundaries are updated by the ECMWF forecasts with a 6 hour frequency, using time interpolation in order to assure smooth transition phases. The model utilizes semi-Lagrangian advection. This permits a time step of 450s in the dynamics, and for the physical parameterizations, 900s have been chosen. The communicated parameters from the ECMWF analysis include all prognostic variables on the model levels of the ECMWF model, except cloud water and TKE (Fig. 1).

The second DMI-HIRLAM model is established on a grid with 0.1° horizontal grid spacing and also with 31 vertical levels, the latter with a similar structure as before. It is initialized by the 0.3° DMI-HIRLAM model, and updated hourly at its lateral boundaries by this model. The 0.1° DMI-HIRLAM model utilizes the Eulerian advection scheme and runs with about 60s time step for the dynam-
FIG. 1: Sketch of the DMI-HIRLAM model setup for the historical hindcasts. The large scale host model is the ECMWF global model, where 6 hourly boundary data are available to the intermediate model. The high-resolution model is updated every hour at its boundaries by the intermediate model.

ics. The time step for the physical parameterizations has been chosen to 540s. The communicated variables between the first and the second DMI-HIRLAM model include all prognostic model variables. The forecasts from the 0.1° DMI-HIRLAM model cover the European area and forecast results are transferred for utilization in the hydrological models. The variables, which are stored for this purpose comprise:

- accumulated precipitation (stratiform and convective)
- 2 metre temperature
- 2 metre dew point temperature
- 10 metre wind speed
- accumulated surface latent heat flux
- soil moisture of the top soil layer

The respective domains covered by the two DMI-HIRLAM models are shown in Fig. 2. The grid representation is in rotated latitude-longitude coordinates. In addition to the depicted domains relaxation zones at the lateral boundaries have been set to 15 grid points in width.

The lower boundaries of the two models are prescribed using data from the DMI-HIRLAM climate generation system (Sattler, 1999).

2.2 Hindcast configuration and post-processing

The hindcasts for the historical heavy rain events were performed on a daily basis. A run was started at 12 UTC each day within the respective period of the event (see Sec. 3). The hindcast length was 72 hours. The hindcast fields were written hourly, including the variables listed above. This
FIG. 2: Regions covered by the two DMI-HIRLAM models used in the historical hindcasts. The outer model domain (I) is covered by a 0.3°-grid, while the inner domain (II) is covered by a 0.1°-grid. The inner model covers all important river catchments of Europe.

configuration results in three "forecasts" for a 24 hour period, referring to a prediction of 0–24 hours, 24–48 hours and to 48–72 hours, respectively.

In order to validate the hindcasts, data from a precipitation analysis performed at the DWD were utilized. The precipitation analysis is performed on the grid of the German "Lokal-Modell" LM (Doms and Schättler, 1999) and is mainly based on observation data from synoptical as well as climatological stations, the latter of which make up a significantly denser network of precipitation observations than the synoptic stations. In the case of the Piemonte flooding of November 1994, DWD utilized additional rainfall data from the Mesoscale Alpine Project MAP (MAP, 2002) in their analyses.

Even though the analyses data for the three historical events do not cover the historical periods completely, the most important time ranges are included.
3 Historical Hindcasts

The three historical events regarded here led to severe river floodings in three different European regions (see Fig. 3). They were connected to or triggered by one or more events of heavy precipitation with several days of duration. The following outlines describe briefly some meteorological aspects of these precipitation events and identify the periods chosen for the DMI-HIRLAM hindcasts.

3.1 The Piemonte flooding in 1994

Large amounts of precipitation occurred in November 1994 in the Piemonte region in the North-Western part of Italy (I in Fig. 3). As can be seen from meteorological observations located in the affected area (Fig. 4), the large rainfall amounts were mainly due to one major precipitation event, which was observed between 5th and 6th of November 1994 (Fig. 5). This event was connected to a small depression developing over the Balearic Islands from a baroclinically unstable trough positioned over the Western Europe. The path of the depression crossed the Alps from south, resulting in an enhancement of precipitation south of the alpine chain to extreme values by orographic forcing. This caused a severe flood over the western part of the Po river basin, the Piemonte region (Buzzi et al., 1995).
FIG. 4: Location of the four stations, which observed the largest rainfall amounts over the shown period. The river basin of the Po river is depicted by the hatched area.

FIG. 5: Observed 12 hourly accumulated precipitation (columns, left ordinate) and pluviographs (curves, right ordinate) of the four synoptic meteorological stations Locarno-Magadino (upper left), Torino/Caselle (upper right), Mondovi (lower left) and Piacenza (lower right). The depicted period comprises the days between 15th of October to 15th of November 1994.
The meteorological stations indicated in Fig. 4 were beyond those registering the largest precipitation amounts. The stations are located in the western part of the Po river basin, the Piemonte region. The precipitation observations from these stations are shown in Fig. 5. The event was neither preceded or succeeded by another heavy rain event, and it resulted locally in more than 250 mm observed precipitation.

The period selected for the hindcasts of the Piemonte flooding comprises 15th of October 1994 to 15th of November 1994, each day of which covered by a hindcast with 3 days lead time. Precipitation analysis data for this event was available from the 1st to the 12th of November 1994. The DMI-HIRLAM is used in the hindcasts as described in Sec. 2.

### 3.2 The Rhine/Meuse flooding in 1995

This flood occurred in January 1995 and affected the rivers Rhine and Meuse (Meijgaard (1995) and Fink et al. (1995)), see also II in Fig. 3. Contrary to the case in the Piemonte area, the river floods were, besides hydrological causes, linked to a series of precipitation events with a larger spatio-temporal extent than in the first case.

![Map of the Rhine/Meuse river basins with stations](image)

**Fig. 6:** Location of the four stations, which observed the largest rainfall amounts over the shown period. The river basin of the rivers Rhine and Meuse are depicted by the hatched areas.

The events occurred over several weeks, each event being of rather medium than of extreme strength. This becomes clear when looking at some of the meteorological observations over the areas of the two river basins. Fig. 6 shows a map with the locations of four of the most significant synoptic observations, which measured the largest rainfall amounts over a period of more than five weeks (Fig. 7). As can be seen from Fig. 6, the stations are distributed over a significantly larger area than the most
significant observations of the Piemonte case, while at the same time, there are temporal correlations in the observed events, which can be seen from the columns in Fig. 7. The figures clearly show that several rainfall events of moderate strength occurred quite simultaneously within the shown period ranging from 22nd of December 1994 to 15th of February 1995. They all contributed to the floodings of river Meuse and river Rhine at the end of January 1995.

![Fig. 7: Observed 12 hourly accumulated precipitation (columns, left ordinate) and pluviographs (curves, right ordinate) of four synoptic meteorological stations. St. Hubert (upper left) and Charleville (upper right) are located within the Meuse river catchment, Schmücke (lower left) and Freudenstadt (lower right) are located in or close to the river Rhine catchment. The depicted period comprises the days between 22nd of December 1994 to 15th of February 1995.](image)

The rainfall events were due to a chain of troughs and frontal systems passing Europe from West, still under development, and persistently transporting humidity from the Atlantic eastwards. Furthermore, hydrological causes like snow melt also played a significant role for the flood to occur (Ulbrich and Fink, 1995).

The period selected for the hindcasts runs from 1st of December 1994 to 2nd of February 1995. A 3-day hindcast was launched for each day within this period, using the DMI-HIRLAM model as described in Sec. 2.

Data from precipitation analysis for this event was available for the most interesting part of the period, namely between 15th of January and 2nd of February 1995. In this case, the analysis is based on the synoptic rain gauges.
3.3 The Odra flooding in 1997

In July 1997, a quasi-stationary depression over Central Europe was the cause for strong precipitation in the area of Southern Poland, South-Eastern Germany and the Czech Republic. It affected the rivers Odra and Vistula. Dziadziusko and Krzymiski (1998) give a detailed description of the events related to the flooding.

The largest rainfall amounts were observed at the meteorological station Lysa Hora, which is located at the SE corner of the Odra river catchment (Fig. 8). It registered about 600 mm precipitation in the period from 5th of July to 10th of July (Fig. 9, lower left panel). Praded, which is located about 80 km NW of Lysa Hora, registered almost 500 mm during this period (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 upper left panel). During a second major rainfall period after the 15th of July 1997 rainfall amounts of the order of 200 mm occurred over a larger area extending farther towards NW. This is indicated by the rain gauges at Jelenia Gora, Praded and Lysa Hora (Figs. 8 and 9).

The selected period for the hindcasts is between 25th of June and 31st of July 1997. The hindcasts were performed in the same way as in the other cases described above.

The precipitation analysis data was available for the first of the mentioned events, covering the period between 2nd and 15th of July 1997.
FIG. 9: Observed 12 hourly accumulated precipitation (columns, left ordinate) and pluviographs (curves, right ordinate) of the four synoptic meteorological stations Praded (upper left), Cervena (upper right), Lysa Hora (lower left) and Jelenia Gora (lower right), all located in the Odra river catchment. The depicted period comprises 1st to 31st of July 1997.
4 Results

The precipitation hindcasts for the three heavy rain events described in Section 3 were validated against precipitation field analysis from the Deutsche Wetterdienst. This validation was performed over those parts of the hindcasts periods, for which precipitation analysis data was available (see Section 3). Due to the different availability of rain gauge data, the analysis are based on different types of sources. In the Piemonte case, the analysis includes observations from synoptical and climatological rain gauges as well as other local measurements. The analysis for the Rhine/Meuse flood was performed by including synoptical stations only, and in the Odra case, synoptical and climatological rain gauges were applied.

The validation is performed over the respective river-catchments under consideration. Areal averaged precipitation amounts were determined for the hindcast fields as well as for the analyzed fields using areally weighted averaging in order to account for the different grid topologies of the DMI-HIRLAM grid and the grid, on which the precipitation analysis are based.

4.1 The Piemonte case 1994

![Po catchment: average precipitation](image)

**FIG. 10:** Accumulated precipitation over 24 hours (columns and left axis) averaged over the Po river-catchment, from the DMI-HIRLAM hindcasts in the forecasting range 18–42h and 42–66h, and from precipitation analysis of synoptic and high resolution precipitation observations (observation). The curves denote the respective accumulations (axis to the right).

Figure 10 shows the results from the hindcasts within the period of the major precipitation event.
The peak rainfall event that occurred in this case is captured well by the hindcasts, and it is interesting that the hindcast for the longer lead time (42–66h) better predicts the rain volume observed at the 5th of November than the hindcast launched one day later (18–42h). When regarding the precipitation development up to the 7th of November, which can be regarded as the end of the major rainfall event (see the curves in Fig. 10), DMI-HIRLAM underestimates the accumulation of precipitated water by approximately 40% in the 18–42h prediction, and by about 28% only in the older 42–66h prediction.

Towards the end of the shown period, the hindcasts over-predict precipitation amounts, especially during the 10th of November (see columns for 11-10 in Fig. 10).

**FIG. 11:** 24 hour accumulated precipitation predicted over the Po river basin (dark blue) between 4 November and 5 November at 6 UTC, as analyzed from rain gauges (upper left), and as predicted by DMI-HIRLAM for a lead time of 42 hours (left lower panel) and 66 hours (right lower panels). The Orography of the region is shown in the upper right map.

In order to investigate, how the rainfall patterns were predicted by DMI-HIRLAM, Fig. 11 compares the analyzed observations of accumulated rainfall over a 24 hour period within the peak rainfall
event with respective model predictions. As the figures show, the location of the peak event is predicted quite well, placed in the North-western part of the Po river basin, south of the alpine chain. The secondary precipitation maximum over the southwestern part of the Po river catchment is, however, not predicted very well. The rainfall amounts in the 18–42h prediction from the 4th of November on the other hand, over-predicts rainfall amounts over Southern France.

4.2 The Rhine/Meuse case 1995

The evolution of the average rainfall amounts over the river Rhine basin is given in Fig. 12. The 24-hourly precipitation amounts predicted by DMI-HIRLAM coincide very well with the observed amounts. It is striking that the 18–42h prediction and the 42–66h prediction perform almost equally well, and the estimates for the amount of precipitated water over the river basin only ly 6% below the observed amount. The course of the curves in Fig. 12 also show that DMI-HIRLAM slightly over-estimates precipitation amounts in the first part of the shown period, especially the elder prediction (dotted curve in Fig. 12). This is followed by a short period of underestimation during the 23rd and 24th of January. In the second half of the period, DMI-HIRLAM’s estimations are very good.

![Figure 12: Accumulated precipitation over 24 hours (columns and left axis) averaged over the river Rhine catchment, from the DMI-HIRLAM hindcasts in the forecasting range 18–42h and 42–66h, and from precipitation analysis of synoptic and high resolution precipitation observations (observation). The curves denote the respective accumulations (axis to the right).](image-url)

The course of the hindcasts and the respective observation over the Meuse river basin are shown in Fig. 13. The columns show again a good temporal correlation to the observations. Like for the
River Rhine basin, DMI-HIRLAM slightly overestimates precipitation in the first part of the shown period, and underestimates it in the second part of the period. At the end of the period, the relative underestimation of precipitated water over the Meuse basin is about 13% for the 18–42h prediction, and about 23% for the 42–66h prediction (curves in Fig. 13).

As the catchment of the river Rhine is rather large, spatial distribution errors in the rainfall prediction do not show up as clearly as over the significantly smaller basin of the river Meuse. Therefore, the prediction errors over the Meuse basin affect the prediction to a larger extent than over the river Rhine basin. The performance of DMI-HIRLAM in predicting the rainfall patterns is roughly estimated for the 22nd of January in Fig. 14. It should be noted that the rain gauge analyses is only available over land. As the figures show, both the longer and the shorter prediction capture the rainfall pattern well. The 42–66h prediction even indicates the location of the rainfall maximum over the Meuse basin very precisely. Comparison of the patterns also reveal the tendency of DMI-HIRLAM to over-predict small precipitation amounts while tending to underestimate the larger amounts.

Unfortunately, the rainfall pattern is, however, not always predicted so well as for the 22nd of January. An example for this occurs for the 29th of January, where DMI-HIRLAM underestimated the rainfall over the Meuse basin (see Fig. 13). The 24 hour accumulated precipitation fields are shown in Fig. 15. In this case, the 42–66h prediction fails to capture the development leading to the observed rainfall pattern. The 18–42h prediction, on the other hand, reveals a significantly improved
pattern. It is, however, weak and does not show the small-scale rainfall peaks from the analysis over the Meuse basin, which shows more than 40 mm of local precipitation.

Fig. 14: 24 hour accumulated precipitation fields for the 22nd of January 1995. The river basins of the river Rhine and Meuse are outlined in yellow and red, respectively. Analyzed rain gauges are shown in the upper left panel, and predicted fields by DMI-HIRLAM are shown below for the prediction range 18–42h (lower left) and for 42–66h (lower right).
Fig. 15: 24 hour accumulated precipitation fields for the 29th of January 1995. The river basins of the river Rhine and Meuse are outlined in yellow and red, respectively. Analyzed rain gauges are shown in the upper left panel, and predicted fields by DMI-HIRLAM are shown below for the prediction range 18–42h (lower left) and for 42–66h (lower right).
4.3 The Odra case 1997

The results from the period 1st to 15th of July 1997, which cover the first major rainfall event of this case, are given in Fig. 16. The significant under-prediction in the hindcasts is very striking in this case. Even though the temporal correlation between hindcasts and observation is very good, all hindcasts systematically underestimate the development of the depression, but there is no significant deterioration in the longer prediction range, which indicates that the cause for the differences is already present at an early stage of the hindcast. This may even indicate that significant uncertainties where already present in the initial condition of the hindcasts.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 16:** Accumulated precipitation of the last 24 hours (columns and left axis) averaged over the Odra river-catchment, from the DMI-HIRLAM hindcasts in the forecasting range 18–42h and 42–66h, and from precipitation analysis of synoptic and high resolution precipitation observations (observation). The curves denote the respective accumulations (axis to the right).

The relative deviation of the accumulated rainfall over the Odra river basin at the end of the event are about -56% for the 42–66h prediction, and about -65% for the 18–42h prediction. The comparison of the rain areas from the 5th, 6th and 7th of July, respectively, indicate that the dynamical development of the depression was underestimated (Figs. 18, 19 and 20). This is confirmed by the fact that the relation between convective and stratiform rainfall in the model is larger than one, i.e. the major part of the rainfall amount in the model is convective for this case, which can be expected. This is true for both the 18–42h prediction (Fig. 17) and for the 42–66h prediction (not shown).

In addition to the weak development, DMI-HIRLAM places the location of the major precipitation during the first three days shown in Figs. 18 to 20 too far eastwards. This led to the effect that
the model precipitation, instead of falling within the Odra catchment, was released east of the river basin. This case clearly demonstrates that a minor change in the location of the peak precipitation can cause the estimation of the volume of water received by a river catchment to change significantly. This can subsequently lead to an erroneous water level prediction when applied in a hydrological water runoff model.

In contrast to the prediction errors in the forecast range beyond 18 hours, the predicted rainfall during the first 24 hours indicate that the model performed better in the short range. Even though not fully consistent in time range, Fig. 21 shows the predicted rainfall of the first 24 hours. The prediction from the 5th of July shows a rain area displaced towards the East (compare upper left panel of Figs. 21 and 18). The predictions for the following days tend to perform better. The model is capable of capturing the main features of the observed rain areas, the dynamic development, however, is still insufficient (compare panels of Figs. 21 and 18, respectively). It seems that the latter is the cause for the deterioration of the rainfall prediction beyond the first prediction day.
FIG. 18: Analyzes of rain gauge data for the 5\textsuperscript{th} (upper left), the 6\textsuperscript{th} (upper right), 7\textsuperscript{th} (lower left) and 8\textsuperscript{th} of July 1997 over the Odra river basin (dark blue).
FIG. 19: Predicted rainfall of 18–42 hours lead time for the 5th (upper left), the 6th (upper right), 7th (lower left) and 8th of July 1997 over the Odra river basin (dark blue).
Fig. 20: Predicted rainfall of 42–66 hours lead time for the 5th (upper left), the 6th (upper right), 7th (lower left) and 8th of July 1997 over the Odra river basin (dark blue).
**Fig. 21:** Predicted rainfall of the first 24 hours lead time for the 5th (upper left), the 6th (upper right), 7th (lower left) and 8th (lower right) of July 1997 over the Odra river basin (dark blue).
5 Conclusions and Outlook

Hindcasts with the DMI-HIRLAM model have been performed for three historical heavy rain events. The precipitation fields from these hindcasts have been compared to field analysis data based on rain gauge observations. The comparisons were concentrated on the respective river catchments affected by the rainfall.

The three historical events cover one summer case and two cases occurring during fall and winter, respectively. The cases are different with respect to synoptic pattern, location, precipitation triggering and type, as well as the spatio-temporal extension of the rainfall leading to a river flooding.

The performance of DMI-HIRLAM is quite different in the three cases. The model captures the temporal onset of the rainfall events well in the Piemonte case (November 1994), where orographic forcing plays a significant role, but also in the Rhine/Meuse case (January 1995), where a chain of troughs under dynamic development were involved. In the Odra case, a weak dynamic development in the model connected with a spatial displacement of the rain area just outside the considered river basin leads to a significant under-prediction of the precipitation volume over the river basin. This happens already beyond the prediction range of 18 hours.

The hindcasts of the Rhine/Meuse case reveal to be of a very good quality when regarding the large river Rhine basin. Even in the forecast range between 42 hours and 66 hours the predicted precipitation amounts coincide very well with the observed amounts. Except for some days of the hindcasts for the Piemonte event the hindcast quality over the small river basins decreases with lead time, as one usually expects.

DMI-HIRLAM still has, in the version used for the hindcasts, a negative bias in predicting large amounts of rainfall. This leads to the area total of precipitated water for a small river basin to be under-predicted typically by 20% to 40%. Additional errors in the location of the rain area of a certain threshold can increase this further. Even though the causes for such displacements of the rain area have not been investigated in this work, it may be concluded that the displacement is not happening systematically.

On the other hand, DMI-HIRLAM tends to overestimate small precipitation amounts (e.g. Nielsen and Amstrup, 2002). Future versions of the convection scheme will include improvements to these systematic errors.

Especially the hindcasts of the Odra case suffer from errors already at an early stage of the forecast range. One cause for the errors may be due to uncertainties in the analysis of the initial state of the model simulations. An advanced data assimilation system, which includes new observation types like satellite based measurements can help to improve the precipitation predictions. As an example there is indication for that the exploitation of zenith total delay (ZTD) measurements from GPS satellites helps to improve the prediction of large rainfall amounts in the very short range (Vedel, 2002 personal communication).

It becomes clear from the above results that especially when regarding areas like small river basins, forecast errors of location, even though not large, may lead to significant errors over the area under consideration. In addition, wrong estimation of dynamical development by the model can deteri-
orate the situation. These errors are not solely of systematic nature and even small uncertainties in the initial state as well as model intrinsic uncertainties can lead to significant deviations within the forecast range. Such errors may be addressed by an ensemble approach, which is capable of capturing the consequences of these uncertainties. An aspect of the ongoing work is therefore an attempt to design an ensemble of HIRLAM simulations, which can help to improve the random errors. This approach is to be based on the ensemble prediction system (EPS) of the ECMWF, where a small subset of "significant members" are selected for simulation using DMI-HIRLAM in order to account for uncertainties in the representation of the initial state. This "mini ensemble" may then be supplemented with further simulations using different model configurations like for example the variation of parameterization of convection and condensation processes.
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